
SOLUTION BRIEF

Jumpstart HP ChromeOS 
deployments with ease
Simplicity and efficiency for Chrome Enterprise and Education 
customers with HP Chrome Device Solutions

HP Chrome Device Solutions help you deploy, secure and manage your ChromeOS devices 
seamlessly. Using ChromeOS upgrades and Zero-Touch Enrollment1,2, we’ll streamline the roll out of 
your HP Chromebooks with pre-provisioned devices ready to use before they ship.

NO IT INTERVENTION 
REQUIRED

HP pre-provisions your HP
ChromeOS devices, so they 
are automatically enrolled 
into your domain.

READY OUT OF BOX

User receives HP Chrome OS
devices and they simply
power up the device, connect
to Wi-Fi, login ,and get to
work.¹

DESIGNED
WITH SECURITY IN 
MIND

Keep your devices secure with 
zero-touch enrollment (ZTE), 
enforcing device login only to the 
correct domain and ensuring only 
authorized users can enroll the 
device.

ADVANCED DEVICE 
MANAGEMENT 
CAPABILITIES3

Unlock additional ChromeOS 
features including enhanced security 
controls, reporting capabilities, or 
integration with enterprise systems 
with a Chrome Education or 
Enterprise Upgrade



Scale your Chrome enrollment with ZTE
Save time and money by deploying HP ChromeOS
devices at scale with ZTE.

Get right to work
Give end users the start they deserve with 
ZTE so they can get straight to work, right out the 
box.

Get the best of HP Services 
with HP Chromebooks
Combine the ease and simplicity of ZTE with durable, 
affordable HP Chromebooks that work for education, 
the office, and everyday productivity, from anywhere.2

Stay secure with ZTE
ZTE ensures a pre-provisioned device can enroll into 
the specific domain.

To learn more about the HP Chrome Device 
Management, including supported devices, 
contact your HP Account Representative.

Discover our HP Chrome Enterprise 
portfolio at hp.com/go/chrome

1. Zero-touch enrollment (ZTE) is available on select ChromeOS devices only. Please speak to your HP Representative for further details. HP Chrome 
Device Management requires a Chrome Enterprise or Chrome Education Upgrade license. Zero-touch enrollment (ZTE) is not available in all locations. Please speak
to your HP Representative for further details on availability. HP Services are governed by the applicable HP terms and conditions of service provided or indicated 
to customer at the time of purchase. Customer may have additional statutory rights according to applicable local laws, and such rights are not in any way affected 
by the HP terms and conditions of service or the HP Limited Warranty provided with your HP Product.

2. Requires a Google Admin Console (GAC) to be setup prior to the pre-provisioning process using ZTE.

3. Takes place within the Google Admin Console (GAC).
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Save time and money, while enhancing 
simplicity, productivity and security

Chrome Enterprise or Education Upgrade 
(CEU)3

Zero-Touch Enrollment1,2

Enhanced security
Utilize functions such as remote wipe, device 
disablement,  sign-in restrictions,  and single sign-
on

Enable device and user controls
Configure specific settings for each ChromeOS 
device and user profile and deploy updates on 
your schedule

Cloud management
Manage devices remotely and use the improved
reporting options and metrics to ensure devices are
running as expected

24/7 support from Google
Free 24/7 IT admin support
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